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Pensées de Lafleur
Blend: Merlot – Cabernet Franc

The first vintage of Pensées de Lafleur debuted in 1987 as a “second wine” to 
Château Lafleur, when Jacques Guinaudeau declassified the entire crop of this 
difficult vintage into a second wine, upholding the motto: “Qualité passe Quan-
tité”. This was the first time there had been a second wine. Pensées de Lafleur 
has since become a separate entity rather than an inferior cuvée. The average 
yearly production is about 400 cases.

For our wine tasting: 
• 2011 Pensées de Lafleur (87-89+ Parker), alcohol: 14,50%

Château Grand Village 
Blend (blanc): Sémillion – Sauvignon Blanc 
Blend (rouge): Merlot – Cabernet Franc – Cabernet Sauvignon

The Guinaudeau family has owned and lived in Château Grand Village since 
1650. They have made tremendous efforts to improve the quality of the wine, 
to be a worthy stablemate to Lafleur. The Guinaudeau family cherish it every bit 
as much as they do Château Lafleur and the vineyards are worked by the same 
teams, with the same meticulous care and attention to detail that are seen in the 
great Pomerol vineyard.
Grand Village is predominantly a red wine estate but as is often the case,  
Sémillon and Sauvignon Blanc are also planted here, producing a delicious dry 
white, best for drinking young. In the past, the white was an equal blend of the 
two varieties but in recent vintages the proportion of Sauvignon has been slowly 
increased and the wine is becoming more energetic and aromatic as a result. 

For our wine tasting:
• 2013 Les Champs Libres (blanc)
• 2011 Grand Village (rouge), (86-88 Parker), alcohol: 14,00%
• 2011 „G“ Acte 3: the myterious „G“ in the name stands for Guinaudeau. 

With „G“, the Guinaudeaus develop an entirely new wine, each acte (G 
Acte 1, G Acte 2, G Acte 3…) represents a year.  



Château Lafleur, France

Château Lafleur is a little gem nestled between Pétrus and La Fleur-Pétrus, at 
the very heart of Pomerol. Its small estate of 4.5 hectares of vines produces only 
1,000 cases of Château Lafleur and 400 cases of Pensées de Lafleur each year. 
Château Lafleur is generally recognised as the only wine which is comparable 
in quality to Château Pétrus. 
 
The Guinaudeau family has owned Château Grand Village since 1650 and Châ-
teau Lafleur since 1872 when it was founded by Henri Greloud, great-great-
grandfather of Jacques Guinaudeau. Château Lafleur continued to be improved 
by Henri‘s son Charles and then by his cousin André Robin, father to the Robin 
sisters Thérèse and Marie who ran the estate until 1984. After Thérèse‘s death 
in 1985, Marie passed on the leasehold of the estate and its management to 
her nephew Jacques Guinaudeau and his wife Sylvie. Jacques and Sylvie are 
entirely dedicated to quality and have been making exceptional wines at this 
great Château ever since. Marie Robin died at the end of 2001 from which 
time Jacques and Sylvie Guinaudeau, with their son Baptiste and his partner 
Julie, assumed complete responsibility for the estate. From the beginning, the 
Guinaudeau family adopted an absolute hands-on approach, with spectacular 
results, by upholding the motto: “Qualité passe Quantité”. Among the most rare 
and expensive wines, the wine is widely cited as one of the world‘s finest. 

Château Lafleur
Blend: ca. 50% Merlot – 50% Cabernet Franc

Château Lafleur has the feel of a Burgundian domaine due to the tiny pro-
duction and the exceptionally personal approach taken here. The scale is very 
much smaller than is generally the case in Bordeaux, with only 4.5 hectares of 
vines, in one single parcel. There is an unusual diversity of soil types at Lafleur, 
ranging from dark gravely soil through to sandy gravel over clay and sandy 
limestone. There are also much higher plantings, and proportions in the blend, 
of Cabernet Franc than other Pomerol properties. These aspects undoubtedly 
contribute to the originality and complexity of Lafleur‘s wines. The density of 
planting is about 8000 vines per hectare, with every plant being tended quite 
individually. The vines average more than 30 years of age, with a few over 50 
years old.

For our wine tasting: 
• 1986 (92+ Parker, 95 Wine Spectator)
• 1995 (93 Parker, 98 Wine Spectator)
• 1998 (93 Falstaff)
• 2000 (100 Parker, 96 Wine Spectator)
• 2001 (92 Parker, 93 Wine Spectator)
• 2003 (95 Parker)
• 2005 (95+ Parker)
• 2006 (95 Parker, 94-96 Falstaff, 93 Wine Spectator)


